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History and Geography

The ancient Maya civilization was an advanced pre-Columbian society, which began on the Yucatan
peninsula sometime before 1500 B.C. It entered its Classic period around 250 CE, when the Maya
adopted a hierarchical system of government and established a patchwork of city-states across
what is now Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, Honduras and El Salvador. Each city-state operated as
an independent feudal fiefdom, with its own ceremonial center, urban areas and rural farming
community. Over the course of the next 800 years, individual city-states rose and fell as they
constantly warred with one another over territory, resources, and political influence.
Building on the accomplishments of earlier civilizations such as the Olmec, the Maya set about
bringing high culture to the teeming jungles of Mesoamerica. They constructed palaces,
observatories and dizzying pyramids that soared above the rainforest canopy. In major cities like
Tikal, there were as many as 10,000 individual structures ranging from ornately decorated temples
to thatched huts – all built without metal tools, wheels or beasts of burden. The Maya studied
astronomy, devised calendrical systems and developed hieroglyphic writing. They called themselves
the vigesimal people after their twenty-based counting system, and they were among the first
people to understand the concept of zero. The Maya were also skilled farmers, weavers and potters,
and they established extensive trade networks, often bringing raw materials from the highlands to
be processed in the lowlands.
The Maya believed in cycles, seasons, renewal and continuity. They saw no boundaries between
heaven and earth, life and death, sleep and wakefulness. Just as rain must fall to keep the corn
growing, they believed that human blood must be shed to honor the gods and keep the wheels
of the cosmos turning. Accordingly, many Maya rituals and ceremonies involved bloodletting,
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(particularly by the kings, who were expected to bleed for their people). The Maya also performed
human sacrifice, but their victims were usually rival kings and high-born captives; there is no
evidence that they went in for the mass slaughter of children and hapless peasants, as practiced by
the Aztecs.
For reasons that archeologists do not yet fully understand, Maya power began to decline around
A.D. 800, when the southern cities were abandoned. Perhaps it was disease or drought. Perhaps
their cities got too big, and there was not enough land to grow the corn. (Tropical rainforest makes
poor agricultural land, so a greater area is required per head to produce each person’s food.) Perhaps
they got out of step with nature and eroded what soil they had by cutting down too many trees.
(Astonishingly, the NASA Earth Observatory estimates that they’d have burned twenty trees in the
making of every one of their thick, metre-square floor stones.) Or perhaps the upper classes got too
big, and there were not enough workers at the bottom of the social ladder to grow the food.
By the time the Spanish arrived in the early 16th century, only a few of the great cities still thrived.
Most Maya had gone back to milpa farming in the jungle. (Milpa farmers grow corn, beans and
squash, using the traditional slash-and-burn technique with long fallow periods.) Today, there
are about seven million Maya in Central America, many of them still milpa farmers, making them
the largest block of indigenous peoples north of Peru. However, with a legacy of repression,
discrimination and poverty from the colonial era, they continue to face formidable problems.
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Maya People and Society

Photo c. Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

Most Maya states were ruled by a king,
called the k’ul ahaw (supreme or sacred
ruler), who was considered a living god.
(Fewer tombs of queens have been
unearthed, but there is evidence that
women sometimes ruled, either singly
or with their husbands or sons.) Below
the royal family came an elite class
of warriors, priests, and nobles. Next
came the middle class of artists, scribes
and merchants. At the bottom were
the uneducated masses, the farmers,
laborers, peasants and servants who did
all the actual work.
The Maya operated a complex system of
trade; goods grown or found in the Maya
lowlands (such as cotton, salt, honey,
seafood or shells) were traded for things
grown or found in the highlands (such
as obsidian, jade, and quetzal feathers) at
market. Especially valuable were cacao
beans (used to create chocolate), which
sometimes functioned as a rudimentary
form of money. Maya living near a river
or the coast would often ship their goods
to other city-states. It has been estimated
that, at the height of the culture, there
were as many as 4,000 Maya canoes at
sea at any one time.
Maya diet (and, indeed, the Maya world)
revolved around corn. Meals usually
consisted of corn tortillas, chiles, and
K’inich Janahb’ Pakal II, a ruler of Palenque.
beans. Tamales (corn ground into a
powder, folded inside corn leaves and boiled) and saksa (corn porridge) were also popular. For
a special treat, Maya also ate popcorn and, if they were rich enough to afford it, they drank hot
chocolate. In some cities, neighbors tended small vegetable gardens, and harvested wild fruit and
breadnuts.
No actual pieces of ancient Maya cloth have survived, since fabric rots quickly in the humid jungle.
But we know that the Maya women spent long hours weaving intricately patterned fabrics on their
backstrap looms. Symbols associated with the city and the weaver’s family were incorporated into
the design, a tradition that has survived to the present day. From artworks, we know that the men
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wore a woven loincloth, which
wrapped around the waist
and threaded between the
legs before draping so that the
ends hung down in the front
and back. They also wore a
cape-like garment called a pati.
Women wore cotton skirts and
sometimes a loose blouse called
a huipil. Higher-ranking citizens
had the fanciest clothing,
decorated with brightly colored
thread, feathers, fringe, animal
skins, and other ornaments.
Most went barefoot, but the
wealthy wore hide sandals
tied to the feet with hemp.
Rulers wore jaguar skin pelts
and ceremonial headdresses
adorned with quetzal feathers.
Both men and women wore
their hair long, tied into ponytails
or knotted into elaborate braids.
Everyone wore jewelry made
from bone, wood, and feathers.
The Maya sense of physical
beauty was unique. Crossed
eyes were considered highly
attractive, and parents would tie
a bead above a child’s nose to
encourage the trait. Also in the
name of beauty, they strapped
Maya ruler with ceremonial headdress
their children’s heads between
two boards to flatten and lengthen their skulls into the shape of a corn cob, as a tribute to the maize
god. Teeth were often filed into points or inlaid with jade. Ears were pierced to hold large jade ear
spools. Tattoos and scarification were common.
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Maya Art and Technology

Photo : © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

The Maya are famous for their spectacular architecture, much of which still exists in modern-day
Mesoamerica. (And much of which has yet to be excavated.) The epitome of Maya building styles
was the Puuc Style, named for the Puuc region in the northern lowlands. This style began at the
end of the Classic Period, and created many of the magnificent palaces, temples, and pyramids
which survive today.
Puuc-style buildings were made by setting
stone slabs into concrete. Most temples and
pyramids were coated with a layer of stucco
and painted red. The lower walls usually
remained plain - consisting of large stone
blocks, interrupted by rectangular doors. The
upper sections were elaborately decorated with
carvings, friezes, and mosaics. A trademark of
the Maya building style is the corbel arch, which
was achieved by stepping each successive
block, from opposite sides, closer to the center.
Each city-state had its own style of corbel.
In addition to their architectural achievements,
the ancient Maya produced astonishingly
vivid and detailed artworks. Almost all of their
meticulous, hand-painted, folding bark books
were destroyed by Friar Diego de Landa in 1549,
Chichen Itza
but we can still admire their work on temple
walls, stone carvings and pottery. Like rulers
in every place and time, Maya kings would
commission artists to record the history of their
city-state and glorify its leaders. Such scenes
often showed the king himself - performing
heroic feats, defeating enemies or talking
Corbel arches: Tikal, Copan, Palenque & Uxmal
with noble ancestors. Similarly, rulers would
commission gigantic sculptures of themselves to
underline their godlike powers and, like Hollywood stars on movie posters, create a larger-than-life
persona. The upper classes also liked to see themselves on ceramic art, and scenes painted on jugs
or jars often depicted court life.
Most artworks and carvings also included some Maya hieroglyphs. The Maya developed a complex
written language that could convey pretty much anything that could be said or thought. Scribes
meticulously recorded important names and dates (such as the king’s birth, marriage, ascension,
and death), as well as significant conflicts and alliances. But this ancient language has not given up
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its secrets easily. One of the most
fascinating things in the whole
study of the ancient Maya is that
archaeologists have only begun
to crack the code of the glyphs in
the last thirty years. They are still
debating the precise meaning of
many words – and there is still so
much to translate!
In the field of math, the Maya were
among the first to understand
the importance of zero in
mathematical calculations. They
Astrological Observatory at Chichen Itza
developed an ingenious twentybased (or vigesimal) counting system (perfect for ten fingers and ten toes!). Unlike the Roman
counting system which could be used only by the educated classes, the Maya system was simple
enough to be used by peasants in the market-place and sophisticated enough to cope with the
complex calculations of architects and astronomers.
Oh, how the Maya loved astronomy! They were fascinated by time and measuring its passage.
During the Classic period, many Maya cities had their own observatory with small windows to help
them trace the movements of heavenly bodies across the star-filled jungle sky. Markers inside the
observatories would allow them to predict astronomical events, such as solstices, equinoxes, and
eclipses. Battles were planned by the rising of Venus, thought to be the sun’s twin and a war god.
Temples were precisely aligned to catch the play of light at the equinox; still today, crowds flock to
Chichen Itza to watch the descent of the Feathered Serpent.
But what did the Maya think they were looking at, when they gazed up at the night sky? To them,
the Milky Way was the World Tree, a giant ceiba tree with its branches in the thirteen layers of the
heavens, its trunk in Middleworld (the world of men) and its roots in the nine cold and watery levels
of Xibalba, the Maya underworld.
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Maya Rituals and Beliefs
“Our knowledge of ancient Maya thought
must represent only a tiny fraction of
the whole picture, for of the thousands
of books in which the full extent of their
learning and ritual was recorded, only four
have survived to modern times (as though
all that posterity knew of ourselves were
to be based upon three prayer books and
Pilgrim’s Progress).”
—Michael D. Coe, The Maya, London:
Thames and Hudson, 4th ed., 1987)
Who were the ancient Maya? If we’re
honest, we still don’t really know. The
painful thing is that they wrote it all down
for us—their rituals, their history, their
culture, their science and their wisdom—so
they should be as familiar as the Greeks
or the Romans. But in 1549, a Spanish
monk named Diego de Landa took it upon
himself to collect up all their hundreds
- some say, thousands of precious, handpainted, folding bark books and – in one of
the most despicable acts of a conquering
nation – he burnt them.
So, until recently, everything we knew
about the Maya came from the books that
escaped Landa’s bonfire, and from Landa’s
own writings. However, in the last thirty
years, archaeologists have made huge
advances in decoding the carved stone
tablets (called stelae) and inscriptions that
decorate every Maya site. Gradually, the
ancient Maya world is revealing itself to us
and every day we learn more. There has
never been a better time for students to rise
to the challenge, using their imaginations
to understand the mind-set of the Maya,
studying the latest archaeological findings,
and helping to fit together the new pieces
of the jigsaw.

A page from the Dresden Codex one of the four remaining Maya folding bark books
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In 1550, another Spanish priest, Francisco Ximénez (they weren’t all bad!) translated the Maya
creation story, the Popol Vuh, into the Latin alphabet, It reads almost like a comic book. From it, we
know that the Maya had a rich sense of humor and that (rather like the Greeks) they expected their
gods to behave like naughty children. Also included in the Popol Vuh text is the story of the Hero
Twins, Hunahpu and Xbalanke, who defeat the Death Lords in the Underworld.
Astrology played a large role in the rituals of the Maya and they believed that each day brought its
own degree of good and bad fortune. Weddings were often arranged by matchmakers who would
study the charts of potential mates to determine if they would make a good couple. The date for
the actual ceremony was also determined by the stars.
The Maya loved festivals and rituals and ceremonies! One ritual revolved around the world’s
oldest team sport, a ball game called ‘pitz’. Maya ballcourts were considered to be portals to the
Underworld and were built in low-lying areas. The game was so important to Maya beliefs that it is
played by the Hero Twins in the Popol Vuh. Sometimes rival city-states slugged out their differences
in a ballgame and the losing team was executed.

Photo: © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

Death rituals were extremely important to the Maya; bodies were placed with the head pointing
north to ensure alignment with the compass points. The dead were buried with an array of objects
including ceramics, jade, obsidian and seashells. The death of a king was an especially momentous
occasion, as it was believed that in the afterlife, Maya rulers would serve as a liaison between the
gods and the Maya people.

A heavily padded Pitz ballplayer
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Maya City States

This map shows major city-states, during the Classic period there were hundreds of them spread all across the Maya region
The homelands of the Maya are usually divided into three regions: the northern lowlands, the central
lowlands, and the southern highlands. Across these varied landscapes, there arose a patchwork of
independent (sometimes allied and often warring) city states. Unlike the ancient Egyptians with their
pharaoh or the Romans with their emperor, the Maya had no central power base. Each city-state
had its own ruler, its own warriors and its own territorial ambitions. By the early Classic period,
the Maya world was dominated by the strongholds of Palenque and Tikal. As the Classic
period progressed, Caracol and Calakmul rose to power. By the end of the Classic period, the
northern cities of Uxmal and Chichen Itza controlled most of the region. The Post-Classic period
(900 CE to 1500 CE) is characterized as the period of decline. Although many Maya cities were
populated well into the Post-Classic period, major construction ceased. By the time, the Spanish
arrived in the 1500s, most cities had been abandoned. After a bitter struggle that lasted 150 years,
the Maya fought their last battle against the Spanish in 1696 at what is now the island city of Flores.

Guesswork:
Faced with such an onslaught of dates and names, it can be tricky at first for students to differentiate between the various
Maya city-states and appreciate their unique personalities. To kickstart the City-States Project (included in the Digging
Deeper Lesson Plans), we have prepared fact sheets for the three Maya regions and six of the most important city-states.
For each city-state, we have also added a box called ‘Guesswork’. These comprise a few fun snippets to establish each city
in students’ minds. Although the items are distilled from facts in the text, no expert has approved these guesses, which
are based purely on our own imagining and our desire to express each city’s character.
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Maya Regions Fact sheet
Northern Lowlands:
Area:			

Most of Yucatan peninsula

Climate: 		

Hot, semi-arid, prone to drought

Terrain:

Limestone, flat and featureless, few rivers or lakes, main source of fresh
water is the abundance of natural sinkholes called cenotes.

Trading Commodities:

Salt, dried fish, seafood, seashells, honey, wax, cotton cloth, maize, lizards,
stingray spines, flints

Major City-States:

Chichen Itza, Uxmal

Central Lowlands:
Area:

Northern Guatemala, Belize, and southern Mexico

Climate:

Hot, humid

Terrain:

Tropical rainforest

Trading Commodities:

Cacao, ceramics, cotton, flints, jade carvings, tobacco, vanilla, chile
peppers, rubber, maize, pelts, copal incense

Major City-States:

Caracol, Tikal, Palenque

Southern Highlands:
Area:

Southern Guatemala, northwestern Honduras, El Salvador

Climate:

Cool, temperate

Terrain:

Volcanic and mountainous

Trading Commodities:

Jade, obsidian, pottery, quetzal feathers, cinnabar, hematite

Major City-States:

Copan
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City-State Fact sheet: Chichen Itza
Notes on name:

Chichen Itza means “At the mouth of the wells of the Itza people”.

Pronunciation:

Emphasis on second syllable of each word: Chi-CHEN It-ZA

Location:

Large city in the northern lowlands, covering over ten square miles
in the northern Yucatan Peninsula, about 90 miles from the coast.
This location was likely settled because it contained three natural
sinkholes (called cenotes), which provided plentiful water all year
round.

Estimated population:

50,000 (at its height)

History:
Chichen Itza began its rise around 600 CE, towards the end of the Early Classic period. However, it
wasn’t until the great southern lowland city of Tikal was in decline 300 years later, that it became a
major regional capital. For the next hundred years, it dominated political, cultural, economic, and
ideological life in the northern lowlands. But by 1000 CE, Chichen Itza itself began to decline, and
the city was completely abandoned by 1200. Many residents fled to nearby Mayapan, which soon
became the new dominant power in the region.
Politics:
Unlike previous Maya states, Chichen Itza
was governed, not by a king or a royal
family, but by a council. The council was
made up of people from the elite class:
warriors and powerful merchants. In
addition to local trade, inhabitants took to
the sea to trade with other coastal cities
and gain access to river estuaries for inland
trading.
Photo: © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

Architecture:

Chahk Mool in front of El Castillo, Chichen Itza

Buildings at Chichen Itza were designed
in the Puuc Style. Its major surviving
structures were dedicated to the study
of astronomy. At the Great Pyramid
of Kukulkan, during the spring and fall
equinoxes, the sun falls in such a way that
the shadow of a snake appears to descend
the stairs of the temple. The four staircases
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Photo: © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

going up the four sides of the pyramid
have 91 steps each—the number of days
between equinoxes and solstices. The total
number of steps equals 365— the number
of days in the year. At the observatory,
narrow windows frame important
astronomical events. For example, every
eight years, one such window marks the
appearance of Venus on the horizon. The
city’s other great structure is the largest
ballcourt in Mesoamerica, at 545 by 232
feet. A huge carving on one wall depicts
the scene from the Popul Vuh which
features the ballgame, known as “pitz”.

The ballcourt at Chichen Itza

Chichen Itza Guesswork:
Patron gods:
Rituals/Festivals:

Best-selling souvenir:
Character:

Kukulkan (Feathered Serpent)
Chichen Itza’s rituals and festivals were probably centred on its
precious water supply—specifically at its largest spring, now called
the “Cenote of Sacrifice.” Offerings of jade, pottery, and incense
were thrown into the cenote and it’s possible that, at times of severe
drought, humans were also sacrificed.
Maybe pots to throw into the cenote, like coins in Rome’s Trevi Fountain?
Republican, capitalist, materialistic, obsessed with water
—think Scottsdale, Arizona

What are your guesses?
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City-State Fact Sheet: Copan
Notes on name:

Emphasis on second syllable: co-PAN. Also known as Xukpi,
meaning “Corner Bundle.”

Location:

Located on the southern edge of the Maya world in today’s
Honduras, Copan was higher than many of its neighbors,
sitting at over 2,000 feet above sea level.

Population:

10,000 to 20,000 (at its height)

History:
The kingdom which became Copan was established around 150 CE and began to flourish around
500 CE. It became a center of Maya art, architecture, and astronomy for over 200 years before
suffering defeat to the city of Quirigua in 738. Over the course of the next century, Copan declined
as its population waned and resources were depleted. By the time the Spanish Conquistadors
arrived in the 16th century, the city had been almost
completely abandoned.
Politics:
Sixteen rulers ran Copan between 426 and 820 CE,
the most illustrious of whom was a king who the
history books used to call 18 Rabbit. These days, his
name is known to be Waxaklajuun Ub’aah K’awiil
which is translated as “18 are the heads of K’awiil”.
(K’awiil was a Maya god of lineage.) This king was
thirteenth in the dynasty, ruling from 695–738. His
forty-year reign was considered a golden age for
the arts. In 738, he was captured and beheaded by
K’ak’ Tiliw, head of state for neighboring Quirigua.
(Ironically, Quirigua had been a dependency of
Copan and it is likely that K’ak’ Tiliw had been
appointed by Waxaklajuun Ub’aah K’awiil.
Photo: © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

Architecture:

Beautifully carved stela of Waxaklajuun Ub’aah K’awiil one
of the great rulers of Copan

Art and architecture flourished in Copan hundreds
of years before many of its fellow city-states
followed suit, and today its ruins are still considered
some of the finest examples of Maya construction
and artistry. Central to the city is its Great Plaza,
which is scattered with elaborate altars and stelae.
Stelae are large stone slabs, which contain intricate
carvings. Also noteworthy is the Copan acropolis, a
sprawling structure which was continuously under
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construction as each successive king added his own
temple.

Photo: © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

What is most remarkable about Copan is its
dedication to scholarship. The evidence of its
literate past is apparent even today; almost every
surface is covered in Maya glyphs. Every major
Maya city-state contains some examples of Maya
writing and glyphs, but Copan surpasses them
all - a surprising fact, given its relatively small size
compared to giants like Chichen Itza. The crown
jewel of Copan is its Hieroglyphic Stairway, bearing
the chronological history of the royal family. The
Stairway is the longest piece of Maya writing known
to be in existence. Unfortunately, damage caused
by earthquakes and a botched early attempt at
reconstruction has thrown some of the steps out
of order, making it nearly impossible to translate
portions of the monument.

Detail of the hieroglyphic staircase

copan Guesswork:
Patron gods:

Itzamna, pacifist god of drawing and letters, patron of learning
Hun Batz & Hun Chuen (monkey gods), patrons of scribes and artists

Rituals/Festivals:

Almost certainly something connected with the arts —
a literary festival, perhaps?
Have your picture painted by a pavement artist?
Artistic, literary, spiritual—think Santa Fe, New Mexico

Best-selling souvenir:
Character:

What are your guesses?
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City-State Fact Sheet: Caracol
Notes on name:

Caracol is Spanish for “snail”, a reference to the large number of snail
shells found at the site. Its original Maya name is thought to have
been Oxhuitza.

Location:

A large and influential city surrounded by tropical jungle in the
southern lowlands of modern-day Belize. Caracol’s sheer size
dominates the region even today.

Population at its height: During the Classic Period (250-950 CE), the city expanded to over 65
square miles and supported over 100,000 people.

The Caana or “Sky Place”
History:
The city of Caracol was founded sometime around 1200 BCE, although it didn’t become a
powerful state until around 400 CE. During the Maya Classic Period, the city constructed over forty
monuments, many of which documented the lineage of its kings. Caracol was also a military force
to be reckoned with; it conquered Tikal in 562, and Naranjo in 631. Caracol began to decline at the
end of the Classic Period, around 800 CE, when archaeologists assume it was abandoned. Caracol
was rediscovered in 1938 by loggers, and is now Belize’s largest archeological site.
Politics:
Caracol’s social structure allowed for a more even distribution of wealth than was usually the case
in Maya cities. In most city-states, expensive adornments made of jade, obsidian, and shell are
found exclusively in palaces or ceremonial structures. In Caracol, however, such embellishments
are located everywhere, suggesting the existence of a large middle-class. Both royal pyramids
and regular homes sport fancy burial tombs, and even the poorest-looking houses contain items
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that would have been considered luxurious to
the ancient Maya. It is thought by many that
Caracol’s social equality is a fundamental cause
of its rise to supremacy.
Architecture:
Due to its size, the city of Caracol has an
abundance of architecture. During the
Classic Period, the city built over forty large
monuments, and over 35,000 smaller buildings.
Its largest pyramid, appropriately named Caana
or “Sky Place,” looms 137 feet above the plaza
level and is still the tallest man-made structure
in Belize. In order to control its gigantic urban
sprawl, the Maya of Caracol took care to
carefully plan the layout of their city. It was
laid out in a wheel-like pattern, with a large
central epicenter and causeways radiating out
from it like spokes. The city also supported an
elaborate system of roads which stretched for
over 20 miles. Caracol’s large population also
required an advanced terraced farming system
to keep everyone well-fed.

Night Jaguar & Witz Monster on pyramid facade

caracol Guesswork:
Patron gods:
Rituals/Festivals:
Best-selling souvenir:
Character:

Ixchel, the moon goddess and patron of weaving
(for all those luxurious soft furnishings!)
Ideal home exhibition? Fashion show? Urban planning??
Designer products
Egalitarian, design-conscious, sensual, aspirational— think Paris, France

What are your guesses?
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City State Fact Sheet: Palenque
Notes on name:

Pronounced “pahl-en-kay”. Its ancient name was Lakam Ha,
meaning “Big Water.”

Location:

Palenque was famous for its beauty. Located in the northern
highlands, the city was built on the edge of a stream which
flowed into the Usumacinta River. Fresh water springs were also
located all over Palenque.

Population at its height: Palenque was a much smaller city than its neighboring
metropolis, Tikal.
History:
The known history of the city begins around 430 CE, with the ascension of king K’uk Bahlam I to the throne.
Palenque continued to grow throughout the Early Classic Period, through was troubled by attacks
from the neighboring city of Calakmul in the early 600s. Disorder followed until the coronation of
the king Pakal, also known as Pakal the Great, in 615 CE. During his near century-long rule, Palenque
enjoyed the height of its glory and power. In the early 700s, Palenque was attacked by the city of
Tonina, and they captured and killed the Palenque king. The wars with Tonina continued for many
years, and Palenque began to steadily decline. The city was abandoned sometime around 800 CE,
and was deserted by the time the Spanish arrived in the 16th century.
Politics:

Photo: © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

The most famous king of the city was Pakal,
called Pakal the Great. Although the city
was struggling when he came to power, he
brought prosperity to Palenque and most
of the large buildings were constructed
during his reign. A unique aspect of
Palenque’s royalty is that it was sometimes
ruled by women. In 583 CE, the king was
succeeded by his daughter, Yok Iknal.
Then, Pakal’s mother, Lady Zac Kuk, ruled
for a time before Pakal was old enough to
take the throne.

Detail of the Sarcophagus of King Pakal the Great

Architecture:

Most of the buildings in Palenque were
built in the style of the Late Classic Period. However, its architects made several advances which
differentiated their buildings from others in the region. First, engineers reduced the enormous
weight of their stone arches by using dividing walls to minimize stress and shorten the length of the
arc. Architects then took special care to reduce the weight placed on the walls by the arches. These
methods allowed workers to construct buildings with more windows and doors than was usually
the case.
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Photo: © Mesoweb.org. Used with permission.

Palenque’s craftsmen decorated roofs with
stucco carvings and moldings, which gave
structures a streamlined appearance. The most
impressive of these temples is the Temple of
Inscriptions, located on Palenque’s central plaza.
Its reliefs and sculptures showcase the reign of
Pakal and the exploits of his ancestors. Down
a secret tunnel which descends 80 feet below
the temple, King Pakal the Great himself is
buried in an ornate sarcophagus. The entrance
to his tomb was so well-hidden that it wasn’t
discovered until the 20th century. At sunset, the
sun appears to sink into the temple’s basement,
symbolizing Pakal’s own death and descent into
the underworld.

The Temple of the Inscriptions

palenque Guesswork:
Patron gods:
Rituals/Festivals:
Best-selling souvenir:
Character:

Kinich-Ahau, the sun god
Engineering seminars, tourist conventions
Hammocks, to lie back and enjoy the view
Politically stable; small, but beautiful; airy, modern, light-filled
houses; plenty of water, perhaps a spa, or an upmarket resort.
—think Aspen, Colorado or Carmel, California.

What are your guesses?
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City State Fact Sheet: Tikal
Notes on name:

“Tikal” (pronounced tee-call) is a relatively recent name, derived
from the Mayan word ti ak’al, or “at the waterhole”. The city’s
ancient name was Yax Mutal which translates as Green (or Great)
Bundle or First Topknot, probably referring to the ruler’s tied-back
hairstyle.

Location:

Tikal is located in the dense lowland jungles of what is now
northeast Guatemala. In its glory days, it was on the main trade
route and was an important middleman between the highlands
and the lowlands.

Population:

In its heyday, Tikal was one of the largest Maya cities in history. At
the height of its influence, it was home to about 90,000 people!

History:
There is evidence of settlements in the Tikal area as early as 800 BCE, but it did not become an
influential city for another thousand years. Tikal flourished throughout the Mesoamerican Classic
Period (200-900 CE), before falling into decline. Over the course of its existence, Tikal was ruled by
several different dynasties of kings, ending with the K’awiil family. During this time, Tikal was often
at war with its neighboring cities. Records
document conflicts with the states of Uaxactun,
Caracol, Dos Pilas, Naranjo, and Calakmul. In fact,
Tikal often found itself involved in battle with
cities as far away as central Mexico. At the end of
the Early Classic Period, Tikal was finally beaten
by Caracol, which usurped Tikal’s place as the
southern capital of the Maya civilization. Tikal
rebuilt itself somewhat, only to be defeated for
good around 650 CE by the city of Dos Pilas.
Politics:

Temple 1 Tikal

The most famous of all Maya sites, Tikal was the
superpower of the Classic Maya world, and the
largest city in the Americas during the Classic
era (250 to 900 CE). Tikal’s huge population
forced its rulers to concentrate on finding ways
to feed everyone. New planting and harvesting
methods, including advanced irrigation systems
which employed dams, canals and elevated
grounds related to hydraulic agriculture, were
put in place. In another engineering feat, the
base of the entire city was angled so that water
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Tikal’s soaring temples emerge from the jungle canopy
could collect in large reservoir pits at the city center. The pits were lined with stucco to prevent
water leaking out into the soil.
Architecture:
Despite Tikal’s age, most of its surviving structures are from the Late Classic Period, and reflect that
style of architecture. Many of the temples were adorned with large stone masks. In the North
Acropolis, rulers were buried in rooms with brightly painted walls, surrounded by valuable objects
made of bone, shell, jade, obsidian and pearl.

tikal Guesswork:
Patron gods:
Rituals/Festivals:
Best-selling souvenir:
Character:

Ah Pukuh, god of violent and unnatural death; Ek Chuah, god of
merchants and trade
Merchants’ conventions and trade fairs?
Replica spears, shields and cotton armor
Hawkish, all-powerful, dominated by the interests of big business
and high finance— think Washington DC.

What are your guesses?
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City State Fact Sheet: Calakmul
Notes on name:

“Calakmul” is a relatively recent name, derived from the Mayan
words meaning ‘City of the Two Adjacent Pyramids’. In ancient
times, the city was known as Ox Te’ Tuun (Place of the three
stones).

Location:

Calakmul is located in a nature preserve in the Mexican state of
Campeche at the bottom on the Yucatan peninsula. It is just 22
miles from the Guatemalan border.

Population:

The city of Calakmul is estimated to have had a population of
50,000 people. However, the entire population of the Calakmul
kingdom, including the city, its suburbs and the surrounding
countryside (5,000 sq miles), is estimated to have been around
1.75 million people.

History:
The jungle covered ruins of Calakmul were rediscovered from the air in 1931 by
biologist Cyrus Lundell. Calakmul was the largest of all Maya sites and one of the
most powerful. The kings of Calakmul erected over 117 Stela to proclaim their
prowess in battle. Calakmul’s emblem which features the Kaan (snake) glyph
has been found in more hieroglyphic texts and in more cities than any other.
This is clear testament to Calakmul’s reach and dominion. Archaeologists have
dubbed Calakmul, the Kingdom of the Snake.

Kaan Emblem Glyph

Although temples were being built at Calakmul
in the middle Pre-Classic period, it was not until
500 CE that it was associated with a prominent
royal dynasty. Calakmul became a regional
power under the leadership of King Tuun K’ab
Hix who reigned from 520-550.
Politics:
The history of the Maya Classic period is
dominated by the rivalry between superstates
Tikal and Calakmul. They fought to achieve
supremacy over the Maya lowlands by
manipulating their political and military
networks.

Stela of Yuknoom Took’ K’awiil Divine Lord of Calakmul

In 562 CE, Calakmul’s vassal state Los Alacranes,
under King “Sky Witness”, defeated Tikal and
effectively eliminated them as a rival for 130
years. Under King Yuknoom Che’en II (sometimes
called Yuknoom the Great), Calakmul reached
the height of its power and extended its
influence across the entire Maya lowlands.
Despite its military success, Calakmul was
never able to achieve lasting stability over the
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conquered territories. Calakmul’s strategy
was to place friendly rulers in charge of
conquered states and maintain control
through diplomacy and the threat of force.
This strategy backfired in 695, when Jasaw
Chan K’awiil, king of Tikal, rose up and
defeated Calakmul. Following the defeat,
Calakmul went into decline and never
regained its former glory. Tikal however, was
unable to assert control across the region as
Calakmul had. This vacuum of power led to
a period of escalating warfare, as a number
of smaller states vied for dominance. It
is believed that this ongoing warfare
weakened the Maya cities so greatly that
they were unable to withstand the severe
drought that ultimately led to their collapse.

Architecture:
Calakmul was an imperial city much like Rome. Its buildings were constructed on a massive scale
to project Calakmul’s authority and power, and to intimidate rivals. The two main pyramids which
gave Calakmul its modern name (‘City of the Two Adjacent Pyramids’) are some of the largest in the
Maya world. The largest is over 150 ft tall and its base covers 4.6 acres.
To support the population, Calakmul also had an extensive network of canals and reservoirs,
including the largest reservoir in the Maya world (794 by 696 ft). The combined capacity of the
water in the reservoirs could have supported 50,000 to 100,000 people.

Calakmul Guesswork:
Patron gods:
Rituals/Festivals:
Best-selling souvenir:
Character:

K’awiil god of lineage and kings.
Military parades and celebrations of conquests.
Shields and banners with the Kaan Emblem glyph; snake-themed
knickknacks
Hawkish, powerful, militaristic and ruthless — think Moscow under
Stalin, or imperial Rome.

What are your guesses?
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City State Fact Sheet: Uxmal
Notes on name:

The name Uxmal (pronounced “Oosh-mahl”) means “Built
Three Times”.

Location:

Uxmal is located about 50 miles south-west of Merida, in
the Mexican state of Yucatan.

Population:

At least 25,000 people at its height.

History:
Uxmal was founded around 500 CE by King Hun Uitzil Chahk Tutul Xiu. The Xiu dynasty stayed in
power for the next 700 years and, under their reign, Uxmal became the greatest metropolitan and
religious center in the Puuc hills. It enjoyed the height of its influence during the Late Classic period,
between 800- 900 CE. During this time, an alliance with Chichen Itza allowed it to wield control over
most of the Yucatan peninsula. After the decline of Chichen Itza around 1200 CE, Uxmal also waned.
As power in the region shifted to the city of Mayapan, the Xiu family moved their capital to the city
of Mani, and the population of Uxmal dwindled. By the time the Spanish conquistadors arrived in
the 16th century, Uxmal was only sparsely populated. Although the Xiu then allied themselves
with the Europeans, the Spanish never chose to build a settlement at Uxmal, and the city was soon
largely abandoned.
Politics:
Unlike the rulers of most Maya city-states
who sought to control as much territory
and wield as much power as possible, the
pragmatic Xiu family believed in forming
strategic alliances. They were evidently
master diplomats.
Architecture:

The House of the Magician

Uxmal’s architecture is characterized
by low horizontal palaces set around
courtyards, decorated with rich sculptural
elements and details. The artists at Uxmal
were especially talented stone-carvers
and the city’s buildings are covered with
intricate depictions of turtles, serpents, and
heads of the rain god, Chahk.

The city’s Nunnery Quadrangle contains multiple stone façades (mural-like stone carvings), while
the Governor’s Palace boasts the longest façade in Mesoamerica. The most impressive structure and
the tallest at 100 feet, is the House of the Magician. According to ancient legend, this pyramid was
built by the god Itzamna in one night.
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Rich detailing: heads of the rain god Chahk

uxmal Guesswork:
Patron gods:
Rituals/Festivals:
Best-selling souvenir:
Character:

Chahk, the rain god (we’re in the arid northern lowlands)
Magic shows
Your portrait carved in stone
Artistic and Machiavellian—think Renaissance Florence under
the Medicis

What are your guesses?
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City State Fact Sheet: TULUM
Notes on name:

“Tulum” means ‘wall’ in Yucatec Maya, a reference to the
defensive walls running around the city. However, its
original name was “Tzama” meaning ‘City of Dawn’.

Location:

Tulum overlooks the Caribbean Sea on the east coast of
the Yucatan Peninsula. It is 80 miles south of present day
Cancun.

Population:

Around 1,800 at the time of the Spanish conquest.
History:
Tulum was one of the last surviving Maya
cities. Due to its strategic location on both
land and sea trading routes, it became an
important trading center in the Postclassic
period. It was at its height between the
13th and 15th centuries.
It was first encountered by Spanish
Conquistadors in 1518. Juan Díaz, a
member of the expedition, wrote “We
sighted a city so large that Seville would
not have appeared bigger or better... a very
tall tower was to be seen there...”

El Castillo sits on a 40 foot cliff overlooking the Caribbean sea.

Tulum survived the Spanish Conquest and
continued to thrive for another 70 years.
However, its population was eventually decimated by diseases brought by the Spanish. By the end
of the 16th century, the city was abandoned and fell into ruin. Due to its beauty, its easily accessible
location and the excellent condition of its buildings, Tulum it is now a popular tourist destination.
Politics:
Tulum’s rulers were focused on trade. Artifacts found on the site show they were trading with areas
all over Mexico and Central America: there was copper and feathers from the central Mexican
highlands, obsidian and jade from Guatemala and flint, ceramics, salt and textiles from across the
Yucatán Peninsula.
Architecture:
Lavish buildings and extensive mural paintings attest to the splendor
and wealth of the city. To protect their wealth, the people of Tulum
built formidable defenses. Steep cliffs protected them from attack
by sea and thick fifteen foot high walls, bristling with watchtowers,
protected them from attack by land. There were only five narrow
gateways through the wall. A small cenote within the walls provided
the city with fresh water.

One of five openings in Tulum’s walls
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Tulum’s central precinct: the Temple of the Frescoes (foreground), Temple of the Descending God (left middle) and the imposing El Castillo.
The Temple of the Frescoes, the Temple of the Descending God and El
Castillo are the three most significant buildings on the site. The Temple
of the Frescoes was used as an observatory for tracking the movements
of the sun. The Temple of the Descending God got its name from the
“diving or descending god” depicted in stucco on its facade. The Castillo
is the grandest building on the site and is reached by an impressive
staircase. It includes a shrine which has a beacon for aiding incoming
canoes. The beacon marks the spot where canoes can pass safely
through a break in the barrier reef to reach a protected cove and landing
beach.

Stucco figure of Descending God

TUlUM Guesswork:
Patron gods:
Rituals/Festivals:
Best-selling souvenirs:
Character:

The Diving or Descending God
Celebration of the new sun
Conch trumpets and luxury goods from across the Maya region.
Commercial, cosmopolitan, sea breezes, good seafood
—think San Francisco.

What are your guesses?
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Research Guide
General Maya websites
FAMSI: broad academic Maya resource - glyph dictionaries, guide to writing glyphs, Linda Schele
drawings, and down-loadable versions of the Maya codices.
www.famsi.org
Mesoweb: articles, photographs and information on the Maya.
http://www.mesoweb.com/
Maya Web - photographs and articles on the ancient and contemporary Maya
http://www.mayaweb.nl/enghome.htm
NASA Earth Observatory statistic:
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Study/Maya
Maya Archaeological sites:
Ancient Maya Cities in the Yucatan
http://www.traditionsofthesun.org/ViewerYucatan/
Maya Ruins: photographs from a wide range of Maya sites - with site maps.
http://mayaruins.com
Maya Adventure: includes photo tour of Chichen Itza, Coba, Kabah, Labna, Tikal, Tulum and Uxmal
www.smm.org/sln/ma/sites.html#topicci
Palenque
http://learningobjects.wesleyan.edu/palenque/
http://www.jaguar-sun.com/palenque.html
Chichén Itza
http://www.exploratorium.edu/ancientobs/chichen/index.html
http://www.chichenitza.com
www.americanegypt.com/index.htm
Copán
http://www.copanmaya.org
Caracol
http://www.caracol.org
Tikal
http://www.tikalpark.com
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Maya Art:
	Frederick Catherwood’s house: online portfolio of Catherwood’s superb illustrations
http://www.casa-catherwood.com/catherwoodinenglish.html
Images of the Maya: traditional woven textiles from the highlands of Chiapas.
http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/maya/default.htm
Maya Vase Database - high resolution zoomable photographs of Maya painted pottery
http://www.mayavase.com/zoom.html
MesoAmerican Art: Manuel Aguilar’s lush and evocative photographs of Maya sites and people.
http://instructional1.calstatela.edu/bevans/mesoamerican/index.html
Courtly Art of the Ancient Maya: from the exhibit at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.
http://www.nga.gov/exhibitions/2004/maya/lifeatcourt.htm
Popol Vuh @ Wikipedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popol_Vuh
The Illustrated Popul Vuh, a photographic essay by Justin Kerr (64 page pdf, 6.9 MB)
http://www.mayavase.com/PopolVuh.pdf
Popol Vuh (English Translation)
www.meta-religion.com/World_Religions/Ancient_religions/Central_america/popol_vuh.htm
Online films:
NOVA: Cracking the Maya Code: (52:40) excellent film about deciphering the Maya glyphs.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/ancient/cracking-maya-code.html
NOVA : Lost King of the Maya: (54:17) the story of Yax Kuk Mo first king of Copan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeVI-tzku6k
Lost King of the Maya: Companion website: Includes a teacher’s guide and classroom activities.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/maya/
Recommended Books on the Maya for young readers:
Your Travel Guide to Ancient Maya Civilization by Nancy Day. (Runestone, 2001)
The Ancient Maya (People of the Ancient World) by Lila Perl. (Franklin-Watts, 2005)
Hands of the Maya: Villagers at Work and Play by Rachel Crandell. (Holt, 2002)
Tikal : The Center of the Maya World by Elizabeth Mann. (Mikaya Press, 2002)
Gods and Goddesses of the Ancient Maya by Leonard Everett Fisher. (Holiday House, 1999)
Before Columbus: The Americas of 1491 by Charles C. Mann. (Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 2009)
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